
                                                                                                          
 
 

 
 

                                                                               
 

PRIVACY STATEMENT 

 

Personal data 

 

EPALE UK NSS will collect and store the names, contact details, and content submitted of all entrants, 

as described in section 4 of the competition Terms and Conditions.   

 

EPALE UK NSS will use this personal data for the following purposes: 

 managing the relationship between the winner and EPALE UK NSS; 

 communicating with the winner and arranging delivery of their prize; and 

 marketing and publicity.  

 

EPALE UK NSS intends to publish the names of and the photographs submitted by the entrants on 

the EPALE website, the EPALE UK NSS Facebook page, Twitter page, LinkedIn page, in press 

releases and in other promotional and marketing material of EPALE UK NSS and related 

programmes. In addition, EPALE UK NSS may write and publish articles about the winners’ enjoyment 

of their prize.  

 

By participating in the competition, each participant consents to their personal data being processed 

by EPALE UK NSS, and consents to the use of their name, content and any submitted photos and 

co-operating with publicity and marketing surrounding EPALE UK NSS and related programmes, in 

this way. We will review your information annually. 

 

Participants will retain copyright in the entry material that they submit to EPALE UK NSS. By entering 

the competition, each participant grants EPALE UK NSS, free of charge, permission to use the entry 

material (including, without limitation, modifying and adapting it for operational and editorial reasons) 

in any media worldwide, for purposes connected with EPALE UK NSS and related programmes. 

 

Participants can exercise their rights to access their personal data held by the EPALE UK NSS, object 

to and withdraw their consent to the processing of their personal data by sending an email to: 

epaleuk@ecorys.com.  

 

If consent is withdrawn, there will be no further use of the personal data or submitted content for 

EPALE UK NSS publicity or marketing purposes. However, personal data, content and photographs 

already in distribution may still appear in the public domain. 

Please see Terms and Conditions for more information. 
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If you require any further information, please contact EPALE UK NSS by email at 

epaleuk@ecorys.com; or by post at Ecorys UK, EPALE UK NSS, Albert House, Quay Place, 92-93 

Edward Street, Birmingham B1 2RA. 
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